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ABSTRACT 

Emotional Intelligence is emerging as a valuable proficiency in work and life performance. The concept of 

emotional intelligence is regarded as a competent factor for managing mental health in workplace environment. 

Border Security Force personnel deployed in Low-intensity conflict area gain significant stress due to fatigue, 

unpredictability of threat, extended tenures of stay, absence of recreational avenues, domestic worries, irregular 

mail, problems related to leave and railway travel. Increased suicide and fratricide incidence among 

paramilitary forces provides a ground for the current study. The Present study aimed to assess the Impact of 

emotional intelligence on the mental health of BSF Personnel. The data was collected from 205 male BSF 

personnel deployed in Samba District of Jammu Region. Results from regression analysis revealed that there is 

a significant impact of emotional intelligence on the mental health of BSF personnel. Thus, the study provides a 

framework to understand the impact of emotional intelligence among BSF personnel. 

Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Border Security Force, Low-Intensity Conflict area, Mental 

Health 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Emotions are defined as a complex pattern of changes consisting of physiological arousal, cognitive processes, 

behavioural reactions, facial expressions, gestures, and subjective feelings. Emotions have important adaptive 

functions for an individual [1]. 

Earlier the concept of emotions and intelligence were regarded as two contradictory concepts. Emotions have 

been included in the literature of intelligence since early 1920‟s [2, 3]. Individuals who engage in emotional 

expression were often viewed negatively and were subject to therapy in order to suppress their emotionality [4, 

5, 6, 7]. But, now the understanding of one‟s emotional state is regarded as important that make individual to 

understand and accept one‟s emotional self, and help in understanding every facet of life. Thus, our 

intelligence quotient may help in understanding and dealing with the world at one level, but we need emotions 

to understand and deal with ourselves and, in turn, with others [8].   

1.1Emotional Intelligence 
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Today, the most acceptable definition for emotional intelligence has been provided Salovey and Mayer who is 

conceived as the “fathers” of the construct, since they first introduced the term “emotional intelligence”[9]. 

According to them, emotional intelligence is “a type of emotional information processing that includes 

accurate appraisal of emotions in oneself and others, appropriate expression of emotion, and adaptive 

regulation of emotion in such a way as to enhance living”. More recently, they modified the above definition 

[10] and conceptualized emotional intelligence as “an ability to recognize the meanings of emotions and their 

relationships, and to reason and problem solving on the basis of them. Emotional intelligence is involved in 

the capacity to perceive emotions, assimilate emotion-related feelings, understand the information of those 

emotions, and manage them [9]. 

The concept of emotional intelligence was introduced by Salovey and Mayer but the concept gained its 

popularity with the publication of Daniel Goleman‟s book entitled “Emotional Intelligence” [11] and his 

successive book examining emotional intelligence at work [12]. In 1997, another researcher, Bar-On 

introduced the first published scale assessing self-reported emotional intelligence. Bar-On has also contributed 

to the prominence of emotional intelligence in popular culture [13]. 

 

1.2  Mental Health 

The term „mental health‟ is often misunderstood with „mental ill-health‟. This can be confusing because 

mental health services are mostly concerned with the treatment of the mental illnesses not with mental health 

[14]. The term „mental ill‐health‟ is used when referring to a spectrum of problems that interfere with an 

individual‟s cognitive, social and emotional abilities. This term encompasses both „mental health problems‟ 

and „mental illnesses‟. Thus, the constructs of mental health comprise the study of depression, anxiety and 

stress in order to ascertain the mental health of BSF personnel. 

 

1.3 Low-Intensity Conflict Area 

The Low-Intensity Conflict areas are territorially limited politico-military struggles in order to achieve political, 

social, economic or psychological objectives. The Low-Intensity Conflict is often characterized by limitations of 

armaments, tactics and levels of force. They are often protracted and involve military, diplomatic, economic and 

psychological pressure through terrorism and insurgency. Troops, trained in conventional warfare, experience 

significant stress in such Low-Intensity Conflict operations [15]. The contributory factors, which increase the 

stress level on soldiers participating in Low-Intensity Conflict, are the product of a complex interplay of three 

elements involved-the extremist, the residents and the local population.  

Significant gap has been found in the previous studies, which the present researcher attempts to explore. There 

is dearth of literature concerning the mental health of the paramilitary forces, particularly the BSF personnel. 

Ram in his book, the working environment in Jammu and Kashmir has changed and the rules of engagement are 

not the same as in other regions of India [16]. Thus, stress is the byproduct of the environment from where the 

BSF personnel are operating. A study found that one of the most important factors among others, in workplace 

is to manage emotions [17]. Dixit emphasized that psychological effects are one among the other causes of low-
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intensity conflict operations for stress, suicide and fratricide [18]. It was also found that the individuals with 

depressive tendencies are more prone to commit suicide. Psychological status of troops is directly related both to 

the duration of stay and the nature of Low-Intensity Conflict area of deployment [19] 

The security forces in Jammu thus end up fighting an elusive enemy, in the absence of any reliable intelligence, 

and lack of cooperation or even active resentment of the local population. Several operational factors such as 

fatigue, unpredictability of threat, extended tenures of stay, absence of recreational avenues, domestic worries, 

irregular mail, problems related to leave and railway travel increase the level of frustration [20, 21]. Prolonged 

exposure of stress punctuated by quantitatively and qualitatively inadequate opportunities for rest and relaxation 

impose immense and often unbearable demands on even otherwise robust subjects. This may result in 

psychological distress, combat stress disorder or post-traumatic stress disorder. In addition, overstaying leave, 

desertion, abuse of alcohol or drugs, suicide, and cases of soldiers running 'amok,' shooting at their superiors 

and as a whole, lots of emotional problems [22]. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

1. To assess the impact of Emotional Intelligence on the Depression level of BSF personnel deployed in the 

Low-Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province. 

2. To assess the impact of Emotional Intelligence on the Anxiety level of BSF personnel deployed in the Low-

Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province. 

3. To assess the impact of Emotional Intelligence on the Stress level of BSF personnel deployed in the Low-

Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province. 

 

III. HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

H1: Emotional Intelligence will have significant impact on the Depression level of BSF personnel deployed in 

the Low-Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province. 

H2: Emotional Intelligence will have significant impact on the Anxiety level of BSF personnel deployed in 

Low-Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province. 

H3: Emotional Intelligence will have significant impact on the Stress level of BSF personnel deployed in Low-

Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province. 

 

IV. RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY 

The primary data for the study was collected from Samba sector of Jammu region. 

4.1 Sample size 

 Sample size consists of 205 active BSF personnel deployed in Samba sector of Jammu region. 

4.2 Sample technique  

Convenience sampling was adopted for sample selection. 
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V. TOOLS  APPLIED 

5.1 Emotional Intelligence Scale consists of 34 item, 5-point scale (1 = strongly agree, 5 = strongly disagree). 

The Split-half reliability for the Emotional Intelligence Scale .88 [23]. 

5.2 Depression Anxiety & Stress Scale- DASS 21 divided into three subscales of Depression, Anxiety and 

Stress Scale (DASS 21) were used. Each item is scored from zero (did not apply to me at all over the last week) 

to three (applied to me very much or most of the time over the past week).The reliability internal consistency of 

this scale is (Cronbach‟s alpha) 0.88 [24]. 

 

VI. DATA COLLECTION 

The quantitative data were collected personally by visiting Samba sector of Jammu region. The obtained data 

collected through administration of the questionnaires. The subjects were told that they can complete the 

questionnaire at their leisure but should not leave any question unanswered. They were assured that the data 

collected was strictly for the research purpose only and thus their identity and the individual results will be kept 

confidential in all conditions.  

VII. DATA ANALYSIS  

For data analysis Pearson‟s correlation and multiple linear regression analysis is used. Quantitative data 

obtained from sub-sector of Jammu frontier, Samba, have been analyzed by means of SPSS IBM 20 package. 

 

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

8.1 Background information of the respondents  

The sample consists of 205 BSF personnel deployed in Samba sub sectors of Jammu & Kashmir state. 

Demographic variables of the sample included are gender, rank, length of service, religion, marital status and 

qualification level. 

• 205 active Border Security Force personnel deployed in Samba sub-sector of Jammu frontier.  

• Of the total sample, 60 percent of sample population constitutes rank of constable followed by the 24 percent 

Head Constable rest 16% constitutes the Inspector and other ranks.   

•  All the participants of the study were males. 

•  44.4 % of the sample population was having the experience ranging from 6-15 years. Afterwards the 

experience in service was divided as 22.0 % of subjects have experience less than 6 years. 17.6 % of participants 

have the experience between 16-25 years. 33 participants constituting 16.1 % have the experience ranging from 

26-35 years. 

• Eighty-one percent of participants (n = 166) were married and 19% (n=34) were single. 

• 43.4 % of the sample population is 12
th

 passed. 39.5 % of participants were matriculated and 17.1 % i.e. 35 

participants were graduate among the sample population of the study. 
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8.2 Results based on correlation analysis 

Table 1 Correlation matrix for Emotional Intelligence and Mental health and its subscales among BSF personnel  

(N=205)  

 

** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 

It can be seen from the TABLE 1 that all the dimensions of emotional intelligence are significantly correlated 

with depression, anxiety and stress at .01 level. Further, there is a negative correlation between every facet of 

emotional intelligence and depression, anxiety and stress. That means as the emotional intelligence increases 

depression, anxiety and stress will decrease. 

Among all the dimensions the outcome r (205)= -.130, p .063, two-tailed indicates there is a negative, low and 

non-significant correlation between the two dimension of value orientation and depression. Value orientation 

and anxiety r(205)= -.105, p .135, two-tailed signify there exists a negative, low and non-significant relationship 

between the dimensions. Value orientation and stress r(205)= -.097, p .167, two-tailed indicates negative, low 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1.Self-Awareness 1             

2.Empathy .570** 1            

3.Self-Motivation .527** .618** 1           

4.Emotional 

Stability 

.365** .514** .538** 1          

5.Managing 

Relations 

.327** .584** .542** .517** 1         

6.Integrity .341** .574** .546** .4448*

* 

.484*

* 

1        

7.Self-development .442** .452** .401** .382** .384*

* 

-

.376** 

1       

8.Value Orientation .089 .081 .076 .083 .007 .002 -.002 1      

9.Commitment .469** .613** .552** .504** .498*

* 

.559** .548** .007 1     

10.Altruistic 

Behaviour 

.350** .569** .479** .418** .592*

* 

.540** .468** .067 .559** 1    

11. Depression  -.61* -

.294** 

-

.386** 

-

.300** 

-

.395*

* 

-

.206** 

-

.246** 

-

.130 

.390** -

.255** 

1   

12. Anxiety -

.211** 

-

.374** 

-

.483** 

-

.396** 

-

.492*

* 

-

.295** 

-

.312** 

-

.105 

-

.473** 

-

.406** 

.847*

* 

1  

13. Stress -.140* -

.239** 

-

.370** 

-

.267** 

-

.356*

* 

-

.131** 

-

.224** 

-

.097 

-

.320** 

-

.239** 

.899*

* 

.826*

* 

1 
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and non-significant relationship between the dimensions presented in the table. Thus, result shows that there is a 

non-significant relationship between the value orientation and the dimensions of mental health. 

 

8.3 Results based on regression analysis   

H1: Emotional Intelligence will have significant impact on the Depression level of BSF personnel deployed in 

the Low-Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province 

The model F (10, 194) =7.078, p= .000 is significant at both .01 and .05 level (2-tailed). Therefore, a regression 

model result is significantly better in prediction of the impact of emotional intelligence on the depression level 

of BSF personnel. Now, R square value is .174 that means 17.4 percent variance in independent variable i.e. on 

depression is because of independent variable i.e. on emotional intelligence. Thus, emotional intelligence does 

have its impact in either reducing or enhancing the depression among BSF personnel. 

Dimensions wise analysis reveals the considered significance (p-value) for regression analysis is .000 which is 

significant at .01 and level. Thus, the model, F (10, 194) =7.078, p = .000 is significant at .01 level (2-tailed). 

The model summary column where the R square value is .267 that means 26.7 % of variance in dependent 

variable i.e. on depression is because of independent or predictor variable i.e. dimensions of emotional 

intelligence. 

2 Emotional Intelligence as a predictor and depression as an outcome variable. 

Variables/Dimensions Β t p value 

Self-awareness .520 1.721 .087 

Empathy  .077 .268 .789 

Self-motivation -.633 -2.779 .006 

Emotional stability -.051 -.181 .857 

Managing relations -.785 -3.030 .003 

Integrity  .767 1.658 .099 

Self-development -.267 -.515 .607 

Value-orientation -.089 -2.022 .045 

Commitment  -2.349 -3.207 .002 

Altruistic behavior .554 .916 .361 

Emotional Intelligence -.233 -6.535 .000 

 

 Predictor Variable: Emotional Intelligence (EI). 

 Outcome Variable: Depression. 

The calculated B for self motivation is -.633 t= -2.779 p .006 which is significant at .01 level. The B tells us the 

gradient of the regression line and the strength of the relationship between a predictor and the outcome variable. 

The significance value is .006 which tells us that the slope is significant at .01 of significance. t value here 

observed that there exists a negative relationship between self motivation and depression. Other dimensions 

Managing relations B= -.785 t= -3.030 significant at .01 level. Commitment B= -2.349 t= -3.207 again 
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significant at .01 level. Further value orientation B= -.089 t= -2.022 significant at .05 level. Consequently, our 

fourth research hypothesis is also acknowledged. The relationship between emotional intelligence, depression 

and psychological adjustment in relation to gender among Sultan Qaboos University (SQU) students showed 

high level of emotional intelligence with a negative correlation between emotional intelligence and depression 

[25]. It also showed a positive correlation between emotional intelligence and psychological adjustment. 

Negative relationship between the emotional intelligence and depression was evidenced in the study conducted 

by Ciarrochi, Deane & Anderson [26].  

H2: Emotional Intelligence will have significant impact on the Anxiety level of BSF personnel deployed in the 

Low-Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province 

Here, ANOVA results shows that the model F (1, 203) =77.502, p= .000 is significant at both .01 (2-tailed) 

levels of significance. R value is .276 that means 27.6 percent of variance in criterion variable i.e. on anxiety is 

because of independent or predictor variable i.e. emotional intelligence. Thus, emotional intelligence can be 

proving very effective in managing anxiety among BSF personnel. The coefficient for the regression shows the 

B value -.282 that signifies the slope of the regression for emotional intelligence. Our slope for the regression 

analysis is -8.804 p .000 is highly significant at .01 level. The Calculated significance (p-value) for regression 

analysis is .000 which is significant at .01 and level. Thus, the model, F (10, 194) =11.764, p = .000 is 

significant at .01 level (2-tailed).  37.7 % of variance in dependent variable i.e. on anxiety is because of 

independent or predictor variable i.e. dimensions of emotional intelligence. 

 

Table 3 Emotional intelligence as a predictor variable and anxiety as outcome variable 

Variables/Dimensions Β t p value 

Self-awareness .522 1.951 .052 

Empathy  .156 .614 .540 

Self-motivation -.707 -3.503 .001 

Emotional stability -.215 -.856 .393 

Managing relations -.733 -3.195 .002 

Integrity  .739 1.804 .073 

Self-development -.191 -.417 .677 

Value-orientation -.058 -1.503 .134 

Commitment  -2.108 -3.250 .001 

Altruistic behaviour -.487 -.909 .365 

Emotional Intelligence -.282 -8.804 .000 

 

 Predictor Variable: Emotional Intelligence (EI). 

 Outcome Variable: Anxiety. 
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Second hypothesis is also accepted. Self-motivation B= -.707 t= -3.503 p .001, Managing relations B= -.733 t= -

3.195 p .002 and Commitment B= -2.108 t= -3.250 p .001 are significant at .01 level. Self-awareness with B= 

.522    t= 1.951 and p .052 is also significant at .05 level.   

H3: Emotional Intelligence will have significant impact on the Stress level of BSF personnel deployed in Low-

Intensity Conflict area of Jammu province 

Significance (p-value) for regression analysis is .000 which is significant at .01 and level. Thus, model, F (1, 

203) =31.274, p = .000 is significant at .01 level (2-tailed). The model summary R square which is .133 that 

means 13.3 % of variance in dependent variable i.e. on stress is because of independent or predictor variable i.e. 

emotional intelligence. B value for emotional intelligence is -.216 and slope with t value -5.592 p .000 is 

significant at .01 level. Negative value indicates inverse relationship between the emotional intelligence and 

stress. Model, F (10, 194) =5.835, p = .000 is significant at .01 level (2-tailed). The model summary column 

indicates 23.1 % of variance in dependent variable i.e. on stress is because of independent or predictor variable 

i.e. emotional intelligence.  

 

Table 4 Emotional intelligence as predictor variable and stress as outcome variable 

Variables/Dimensions Β t P value 

Self-awareness .510 1.556 .121 

Empathy  .186 .597 .551 

Self-motivation -.843 -3.409 .001 

Emotional stability -.077 -.249 .803 

Managing relations -.750 -2.666 .008 

Integrity  1.283 2.554 .011 

Self-development -.381 -.678 .499 

Value-orientation -.064 -1.342 .181 

Commitment  -1.817 -2.285 .023 

Altruistic behavior  .105 .160 .873 

Emotional Intelligence -.216 -5.592 .000 

 

 Predictor Variable: Emotional Intelligence (EI). 

 Outcome Variable: Stress. 

The dimensions self-motivation B= -.843 t= -3.409 p .001, Managing relations B= -.750 t= -2.666 p .008, 

Integrity    B= 1.283 t= 2.554 p .011 all are significant at .01 level. Commitment B= -1.817 t= -2.285 p .023 is 

also significant at .05 level. Negative value shows that if emotional intelligence goes up then stress will come 

down. It also signifies that there is an inverse relationship between emotional intelligence and stress. In short, 

our hypothesis which proposed that there will be significant impact of emotional intelligence on the stress level 

of BSF personnel in low-intensity conflict area accepted.  
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IX. CONCLUSION 

Among the dimensions of the emotional intelligence self-motivation, managing relations and commitment 

shares maximum variance with each variable of the mental health i.e. stress and anxiety. Thus, this major 

finding of the study can be used to further investigate the importance of these constructs in other organizations. 

According to these results, it can be said that a person who is self-motivated have the commitment and is able to 

manage their relations is less likely to be under the spell of stress and anxiety. This research provides substantial 

evidence that emotional intelligence is the strong predictor of mental health, therefore adding to the existing 

empirical literature. The results showed that emotional intelligence is a significant predictor for stress and 

anxiety. 

Among all the dimensions of emotional intelligence, the dimension of value orientation holds non-significant 

but negative relationship with anxiety and stress. One reason for the non-significance of value-orientation might 

be that, soldiers during the combat situation have to hold their values for enemies. Otherwise, they would not be 

able to kill other person in warfare. And they channelize their values towards their organization that help them 

to raise commitment towards their fellowmen and towards their organization. Due to working in difficult terrain 

and hostile environment BSF personnel are prone to psychological and emotional problems. The tough job of 

manning the sensitive International Border predisposes the BSF personnel to several symptoms of poor mental 

health for instance, stress and anxiety. BSF personnel working in the hostile environment of Jammu and 

Kashmir are exposed to acute stress since violent and threatening encounters are part of their work situation. 

Ceasefire violation is regular phenomena now a day in the International Border of Jammu province. Thus, a 

need arises to provide our personnel not only the physical training but also the mental training to handle the 

emotional problems. The individuals who are both mentally and physically fit are able to adapt to the demands 

of her/his environment. Emotional intelligence can become an important tool, which can be of considerable help 

in mitigating the demands of the environment. One of the other major limitations of the present study was the 

lack of research materials in this area. Unfortunately due to lack of researchers in this area, assessment of the 

impact of emotional intelligence of BSF personnel in Jammu region, there is little probability in stating the 

conclusion. The choice of sample was restricted to Jammu province only .The present research work is limited 

to few mental health problems (stress, anxiety and depression) Out of the wide spectrum of the Mental Health 

problems. Owing to the sensitive nature of research, personnel didn‟t readily give information due to which 

some amount of social desirability effect might have taken place. Since, the data were collected through 

quantitative measures; it is suggested to incorporate qualitative measures also in order to further validate the 

argument. 
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